
Abstract: 
Filmmaking is an extremely complex process, every new technology in the process arrives with its own challenges. One such technologies is Motion Capture, which was introduced to the World by James Cameron in his movie ‘Avatar’. 
Today for the Director and VFX team to achieve final motion captured realtime accurate shots, almost the entire datacenter from post production studio has to be brought to the shoot location. 
Nvidia GRID technology can transform this process in Film production enabling the VFX team to access resources residing in post production Studio datacenter remotely from the shoot location, thus enabling the Director to visualize the final 
finished motion captured shots in realtime on the shoot location , resulting in significant reduction in post production time. 

Film Production Workflow (using Motion Capture) 

Motion Capture (Mo-Cap) : 
It is the process of capturing motion/performance of the actor and translating it to a Digital Character 
 

CG Setup – is an a DCC (Digital Content Creation) Setup having high end workstations with apps like Autodesk Maya and Motionbuilder 
installed . The setup is used for creating content (3D characters) which being Computer Generated. 
 
Step1: The 3D character model is created on a workstation with high end GPUs using applications like 3dsMax and Maya in the studio 
 
Step2: On the set location the actor’s motion is captured by using markers and cameras, the cameras track and capture the movements of the actor and not the visual appearance, the data captured is in the 
form of point cloud data 
 
Step3: The point cloud data is sent to the studio, applied to the 3D character in order to derive motion  
 

Step4: The merged CG (3D Character with Motion Data) also needs to match with the environment, which invariably is a live shot. 
 

Challenges: 
 
The motion captured data may not match the scale (or anatomy) of 
the CG character thereby adjustments would need to be made on the 
motion capture data 
 
 Similarly characteristics like behavioral pattern  may not match as per 
the director’s creative expectations  
 
 

Final shot with Mocap is processed and reviewed in the studio only. As 
all the assets, infrastructure like workstations, data and applications are 
at the studio, for any change required the Mocap has to be redone. 

 

Real time results cannot be visualized by the Director at shoot/mocap 
location 
 

Film Virtual Production:  
Film Virtual production can be defined as ‘computer graphics on stage,' or the process of shooting a movie with real-time computer 
graphics, either for all-CG movies (such as Tintin) or visual effects movies with live action (such as Avatar).” 
Step1: On the shoot location the actor’s motion is captured by using markers and multiple cameras, these cameras track and capture the movements of the actor and not the visual appearance. The data 
captured is in the form of point cloud data 
 
Step 2: The high end GPUs on which 3D character/assets are also at the shoot location. The point cloud data from the Mocap is streamed live to these workstations (CG Setup). This data is processed on 
Motionbuilder and the application integrates the Mocap data on the CG character. Thus the Director can now see the motion on the CG character, both in real-time as well as on shoot location. This can also be 
viewed in context with the live action shoot. 
 
Step 3 : At the higher end of Virtual Production. The Director would also want to ascertian the camera angle of the shoot. That is, he would like the real live camera position to be the position of the CG camera 
where the 3D CG character is. This would mean that the live camera would also have to be motion tracked as  point cloud data fed into the software (Motion Builder) in order to move the CG camera (Scene 
camera inside Motion Builder). 
 

Challenges: 
 
For the Director and Director of Photography to visualize the 
finished final motion captured shots the entire infrastructure like 
high end workstations having CPUs and GPUs with mocap apps 
installed have to be brought to the sets from the studio 
 
 
The creative/VFX team is limited with the 
workstation/infrastructure resources like CPU, GPU, storage and 
application licenses present on the location, no flexibility to add 
resources in case required. 

 
Data Security is a concern 
 

Film Virtual Production – The present way 

The whole process of  Film Virtual Production can be 
achieved without moving any of the post production 
Studio infrastructure to the set/shoot location. 
 

Film Virtual Production on Graphics Virtualization CG setup on Graphics Virtualization 

GPU Virtualization enabled Hypervisors enables to achieve GPU 
Virtualization giving Virtual Machines complete access to Nvidia drivers. 

 
 FrameBuffer (GPU memory) can be scaled up/down. Users are 

guaranteed a fixed allocation of FB memory. 
 
 In case of any changes required on the CG characters/assets, artists on 

the set can access CG data residing in the Studio datacenter and make 
changes on the set in real time as required.   

 
 In case of high rendering and Graphics power required on the sets, a VM 

can be allotted multiple GPUs which will give access to maximum GPU 
cores and will enable to run even compute APIs like CUDA  for faster 
rendering. 

 

Benefits of Nvidia GRID in  Film Virtual Film Production 
 
Real time Motion Capture can be done LIVE without moving the Studio Infrastructure to the shoot location and 
without compromising performance and quality. 
 
Flexibility to add resources such as CPU, GPU, Memory, Licenses etc  
 
Confidentiality of data is maintained as data does not leave the Studio 
 
Post production process of the movies is shortened resulting in faster time to market  
 

The Future of Film Virtual Production 

NVIDIA GRID : The Future of Film Virtual Production 
Prem Moraes, AUTODESK  &  Rupali Deshpande, NVIDIA 

 

Step1:   On the shoot location the actor’s motion is captured by using markers and multiple cameras, the 
cameras track and capture the movements of the actor and not the visual appearance, the data captured is 
in the form of point cloud data 
 
Step2:   The point cloud data is streamed to the Studio datacenter over network on which 3D 
character/assets are already created. The data is processed on the Virtual  Machines with Motionbuilder 
apps installed and the application integrates the motion captured data on the CG character. 
 
Step3:   All the graphics and compute processing is done on the VM in the Studio datacenter but all the 
control is from the set by remotely accessing the VMs located in the studio from the set location using any 
thin client 
 
Step4:  The thin client device acts as a Virtual Camera. The director then visualizes the motion captured final 
shot on virtual camera, he can zoom in/zoom out, change angles and decide real time on how he would like 
the final shot to be seen in the movie 
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